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CASE No. 10

REQUESTFOR REVISION OF ARTICLES 68 AND 69 ON TYPE-FIXATION
FOR GENERA. (Z.N.(S.) 1555)

By Hobart M. Smith {Department of Zoology and Museumof Natural
History, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, U.S.A.)

A serious omission exists in Article 69 relative to genera proposed before
1931 without originally designated or originally indicated type-species. If no
nominal species were originally included, and a subsequent author includes an
absolute tautonym in it Avithout otherwise indicating type, surely a mandatory
acceptance of " type by subsequent tautonymy " is in order, even as " type
by subsequent monotypy " is of mandatory acceptance. It would be
inconsistent not to accept " subsequent tautonymy " as a mandatory type-
fixation.

Much less important but not without significance is the reference in
Recommendation 69B to '" virtual tautonymy " as a desirable guide to subse-
quent designation of a type-species of a genus. The examples given include
not only literal " virtual " tautonyms, closely similar in spelling (e.g., Scomber
scombrus), but also what might be regarded as synonymic tautonyms (e.g.,

Equus caballus), which are not at all alike in spelling but have identical meanings
(or virtually so). It would be useful officially to distinguish between these
two types of tautonyms.

Equally vaUd as a component of this recommendation would be the use
of " hidden tautonymy " at least as a guide for subsequent selection of type,
as described in the Bradley preliminary draft (1958, Bull. zool. Nomencl
13 : 126).

Methods of Type Fixation for Genera. Articles 68 and 69 have a much
greater potential degree of desirable parallelism than has been exploited
expUcitly. Four methods of type-fixation in the original publication are
described by the 1961 Code : original designation, use of typus or typicu^,
monotypy, and absolute tautonymy. The modifications following would be
desirable : (1) naming of the method of type-fixation by use of typus or typicus

;

and (2) specification of the exact sort of monotypy and of absolute tautonymy
here involved.

It is in reality specifically original monotypy and original absolute tautonymy
that are involved in this context, as is imphed by the provision of Article
69(a) (ii) (2) for " subsequent monotypy ". As for the method of type-fixation
by use of typus and typicus, a suitable name might, for example, be " type by
original implication ", mth " imphcation " in this context meaning specifically
the use of typus or typicus.

Article 69 of the 1961 Code lumps under the category of " type by subse-
quent designation " a fixation by " subsequent monotypy "

; it does not
mention that the type may be fixed by " subsequent imphcation " or by
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" subsequent absolute tautonymy ". The latter three methods of fixation

are surely equal to and not kinds of " subsequent designation ", any more than

original monotypy, original indication, or original absolute tautonymy are

kinds of original designation.

Summary. It is therefore recommended : (1) that eight methods of type-

fixation for genera be recognized in Articles 68 and 69 : (a) original designation,

(b) original implication, (c) original monotypy, (d) original absolute tautonymy,

(e) subsequent designation, (f) subsequent imphcation, (g) subsequent mono-

typy, and (h) subsequent absolute tautonymy ; (2) and that " virtual

tautonjTny ", " synonymic tautonymy " and " hidden tautonymy " be

distinguished and recognized in recommendations appended to Article 69.


